The most rapid belongs to childhood and the most tardy to old age.
In the one case the life forces are much more active and energetic, though less resistant. This process may be said to vary from 30 to 50 days though not absolutely complete for more than twice that length of time.
In the time specified I do not claim to be accurate but only approximative. I It has been discovered that there is going be seen even by the microscope, thence in and among the cells which make up or form the tissues, passing freely among them through their interstices and thence entering their chambers through minute pores. We now find free oxygen entering with the nutrient liquid the interior of cells every where at once. What now takes place will be the subject of another article. I will premise by introducing the subject.
In the first step there must be a condensation of oxygen, so as to disturb its latent or combined caloric, so as to convert it into ozone or into an active or combining state (otherwise it is purely inert,) ready to oxidize out the cell wall atoms which are to be replaced.
To be continued.
